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Come rain or shine, 
Mel Brooke’s fabulous
jewellery designs are
certain to brighten up
your summer evenings

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Tie all the threads
together with an
overhand knot, leaving

ends of around 5cm above
the knot.

2
Work your way down
the cords, *threading
two or three random

cords through an acrylic
drum bead, while bringing
the others around the sides
of the bead and then
selecting two or three

random cords to be knotted
together underneath*.  

3
Repeat from * to * until
you have used all the
acrylic drum beads. Once

done, check the bracelet for
best fit around your wrist (allow
2cm or so for the cord tips and
clasp ends).

4
Make six sequin leaf and
bead clusters as follows:
thread a seed bead plus a

purple 6mm round glass bead
onto a headpin and coil the top

of the wire down using round-
nosed pliers. Slide it onto a
7mm jump ring and add a
sequin leaf. Leave the jump
rings open for now so they are
ready to use later.

5
Working on the first side 
of the bracelet, remove the
first knot holding all the

cords together and then,
leaving a gap of 2cm from the
first knot and bead, sit the cords
into cord tips in pairs and
squash to secure. Make sure

they are all the same length,
then repeat on the second 
side to secure the loose ends
into cord tips.

6
Thread all three cord tip
loops on the first side of
the bracelet onto a split

ring. Connect the peace charm
pendant to the split ring using a
10mm jump ring.

7
Repeat steps 5 & 6 on the
second side of the bracelet,
except this time add the

lobster clasp directly to the split
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ring. Wrap the bracelet around
your wrist and connect the
clasp to the split ring on the
other side to fasten.

8
Embellish the bracelet by
adding the little sequin leaf
and bead clusters to the

cords within the knotted
bracelet just next to each acrylic
drum bead.

MATERIALS
� 50cm lengths of pink, blue, purple

& orange waxed cord 
� 50cm golden 3mm craft ribbon
� orange & green Pop Art pendant
� small acrylic peace charms
� gold-plated jump rings 5mm

TOOLS
� 2 pairs chain-nosed pliers
� scissors

Pop Art pendant

MATERIALS
� 30cm lengths of orange, purple,

brown, blue & pink waxed cord
� 6 x cord tips
� acrylic peace pendant
� 4 x pink acrylic drum beads
� 4 x orange acrylic drum beads
� 2 x 9mm split rings
� 6 x 7mm jump rings
� 6 x headpins
� 6 x purple 6mm round glass beads
� 6 x sequin leaves
� lobster clasp
� 10mm jump ring
� seed beads

TOOLS
� round-nosed pliers
� chain-nosed pliers 
� wire cutters
� scissors

Peace bracelet

WHERE 
TO BUY

All the beads and 
findings used here 

can be purchased from
www.beadsbylili.co.uk

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Hold the ribbon and all the
lengths of waxed cord
together. Tie an overhand

knot and separate into three
stranded groups as follows:
pink and blue waxed cord,
golden ribbon, and orange and
purple waxed cord, then plait
them together. Make sure you
leave fairly long tail ends of
cord and ribbon at the top of
the plait.

2
To check the length,
position the plait as if
worn like a tie and decide

how long you would like it to
be. Join the ends of the plait
together using a couple of
overhand knots in the centre
as shown.

3
Thread on the Pop Art
pendant and tie more
knots to secure. Position

the pendant so it sits on top
with the loose knotted ends
and trim at various lengths to
finish them off.

4
Finally, work your way
around the necklace
adding a colourful acrylic

peace charm every so often,
connecting them to the
threads on the plait using 
7mm jump rings.
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Feathered fancies second to create a loop through
which the 14mm acrylic bead
will fit (as a clasp). Add a dot of
glue to the end knots if desired
for added security.

4
To add the feather cluster
to the necklace, cut a short
length of 0.4mm wire and

twist the middle to create a
small loop. Slide an 8mm acrylic
bead onto the wire ends then
wrap them around the top of
the feather ‘stem’, making sure
you squash in the ends neatly
just under the bead using a pair
of pliers. Once done, assemble
the following: a 16mm jump
ring, a 5mm jump ring, a 5mm
jump ring plus the feather (via
its loop), a 5mm jump ring, a
5mm jump ring plus a shell disc.
Open the 16mm jump ring at
the top of the cluster, attach
another shell disc to it using a
5mm jump ring, then catch one
of the threads next to the Tagua
Slice and attach the whole
cluster of materials to the centre
of the necklace.

5
Finally, work your way
around the necklace,
adding a pair of 5mm

jump rings to the threads every
now and then. Add the leaf
charm by connecting it using a
5mm jump ring threaded onto
a 10mm jump ring, and add
extra shell discs using 5mm
jump rings.

The bead selection includes Hot Orange and pinkshell discs, orange oval glassbeads, acrylic jewel beads,purple 10mm glass beads,brass leaf charm and golden14mm acrylic beads

MATERIALS
� 1m lengths of pink & brown 

waxed cord 
� Hot Pink Tagua Slice
� hot pink feather
� bead selection
� gold-plated 5mm/10mm/16mm

jump rings
� gold-plated 0.4mm wire

TOOLS
� round-nosed pliers
� chain-nosed pliers
� scissors
� glue

MATERIALS
� 70cm brown faux suede
� 2 x cord tips
� large gold-plated lobster clasp
� 14 x gold-plated 5mm jump rings
� 4 x gold-plated 7mm jump ring
� 1mm gold-plated wire
� gold-plated headpins & eyepins
� 3 x pink jewel drum beads
� 2 x yellow 10mm glass pearls
� 1 x purple round glass bead
� 3 x hot orange 6mm round glass beads
� 3 x fuchsia & lemon Czech crystal beads
� teal, gold & orange seed beads

TOOLS
� round-nosed pliers
� chain-nosed pliers
� wire cutters
� scissors

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Begin by making the spiral
spacers with the 1mm wire.
To do this, first wrap one

end of the wire (directly from
the reel) around the thickest part

of the round-nosed pliers and
then, holding the pliers so as to
keep a grip on the wire, keep
winding carefully until you 
have an even-width coil that
measures about 1cm. Trim the
wire end from the reel and,
using the tip of your chain-
nosed pliers, tuck the ends into
line at the top and bottom of the
coil so that nothing sticks out.
Make four coil spacers in total.

2
Make up the components
for the central beaded
dangles as follows: 

a. Thread a pink jewel drum
bead plus a golden seed bead
onto an eyepin, trim the end
and make a simple loop (make
three in total).
b. Thread a 10mm yellow glass
pearl onto an eyepin, trim the
end and turn a simple loop
(make two in total).
c. Thread a 10mm purple glass

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Hold the two lengths of
waxed cord together and
double them. Slide a single

golden acrylic bead onto them
and tie an overhand knot 1-2cm
underneath the bead.

2
Separate the cords in two
groups under the knot
(one pink, one brown on

each side), and begin to work
your way down the cords. Tie
knots in them and thread some
of the bead selection in roughly
the same pattern shown in the
main picture, with gaps
between the beads so that they
are nicely staggered. Aim to
work so that when you’re
holding all the cords together,
there is an upper and lower
double strand of slightly
different lengths, each with
staggered beads threaded 
onto them.

3
When you get to the
middle of the lowest strand
of the necklace, tie a knot

0.5cm to one side of the centre
point. Thread the Hot Pink
Tagua Slice onto a single strand
of cord and tie another knot
0.5cm to the other side with
both strands. Continue knotting
and beading up the second
sides of the necklace, check it is
the length you require and tie
two final knots; the first to tie all
the cords together and the
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Festival bracelet MATERIALS
� 2m orange waxed cord
� 3m metallic embroidery thread
� button
� hot orange 6mm round glass beads
� golden 8mm acrylic beads
� pink 8mm glass pearls

TOOLS
� large-eyed needle
� scissors

bead onto an eyepin, trim the
end and turn a simple loop
(make just one).
d. Thread a hot orange 6mm
round glass bead and an orange
seed bead onto an eyepin, trim
the end and make a simple loop
(make three in total).   
e. Thread a crystal bead and a
teal seed bead onto an eyepin,
trim the end and make a simple
loop (make three in total). 

3
Make up two beaded
dangle strands for the
centre of the necklace

arrangement by connecting the
following components made in
Step 2: 1 x 7mm jump ring, 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (a), 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (b), 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (d), 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (e).

4
Make up the central
beaded dangle strand for
the necklace by

connecting the following
components (made in step 2): 
1 x 7mm jump ring, 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (a), 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (c), 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (d), 
1 x 5mm jump ring, 1 x (e).

5
Sit one end of the faux
suede cord into a cord tip
and squash it to secure.

Attach a 7mm jump ring to the
cord tip loop using a smaller
5mm jump ring. Slide on the
following: a coiled spacer, a
beaded dangle from Step 3, a
coiled spacer, the central
beaded dangle from Step 4, a
coiled spacer, a beaded dangle
from Step 3, a coiled spacer.

6
Sit the other end of the
faux suede cord into a 
cord tip and squash it to

secure. Attach the lobster clasp
to the cord tip loop using a
5mm jump ring.

Tutti frutti

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Double the cord and thread
the loop end through the
button shank. Thread the

cut ends through the loop and
pull to secure.

2
Tie a slip knot in the end of
the embroidery thread
and slide it over the cord,

just under the button. Pull to
tighten the loop and weave the
end up and around the thread
in a figure of eight shape several
times and knot. Trim the short
end of the thread.

3
With the two cords
running under the button,
feed the embroidery

thread through a large-eyed
needle and bring it up over the
top of the left-hand thread.
*Thread a 6mm hot orange
bead onto the needle and slide
it so it sits in between the two

cords. Sew the cord over the
top of the right-hand cord then
back down through the bead
hole and under the left-hand
cord so you are in the correct
position to add the next bead.*

4
Following the instructions
from * to * of Step 3, add
on another 6mm hot

orange bead. Repeat with a pink
glass pearl and then an 8mm
golden acrylic bead.

5
Continue to add beads in
the same order (orange,
orange, pink, gold) along

the length of the cords until the
bracelet is long enough to wrap
around your wrist a couple of
times and allows 2cm or so for
an end loop.

6
To finish, tie the cord and
the thread together in an
overhand knot. Sew the

embroidery thread in a figure of
eight under the knot a couple of
times, then back through the
knot to fasten securely and trim.
Leave a gap that makes a loop
long enough to go over your
button and tie another knot.
Trim the ends of cord and add 
a dot of glue to secure them
further if desired. Wrap the
bracelet around your wrist and
thread the button through the
end loop to fasten.

If you want 
a longer bracelet

simply increase the
amount of cord 

and thread
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